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Abstract 
In this thesis, we consider the problem of characterizing those intrinsic metrics 
on a surface which can be realized as an isometric embedding into the three 
dimensional Euclidean space R^. We concentrate on the nonexistence results. 
We will present the proof of the Efimov on the following conjecture of Cohn-
Vosseii: Let 5 be a complete surface with curvature K satisfying K < 6 < 
then there exists no isometric immersion of S into R^. It is the purpose of this 
paper to give a fu)l exposition of Efimov's rhcv r^e-u and lis Di\joi'. 





面使曲率/^衝足< 6 < 0，則不存在S到的等距浸入.這論文的目的是全面解 
說Efimov定理及其證明. 
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Given a smooth n-dimensional Rieinamiian maiiifoid, a natural question is that 
whether we can find a smooth isometric embedding in a Euclidean space R^. 
This is a long standing problem in Differential Geometry. As it is well-known, a 
necessary condition is p > n(n + l ) / 2 . For this problem, there are two aspects. 
One is global and the other is local. The result on the existence of global smooth 
isometric embedding is first due to Nash in [16]. For the local embedding, if we 
start with an analytic metric g on M " , one always has a local analytic isometric 
embedding of in IR"(时i)/2. This was proved by Cartan [6], Janet [13 
very ealier on, and initiated by Schaefli in 1873. Recently, Han, Hong and Lin [9 
showed that the local isometric embedding exists under the assumption that the 
Gaussian curvature Kg < 0 with a cetain non-degeneracy of the gradient of Kg, 
or Kg < 0 with finite order vanishing. 
For the nonexistence result, Hilbert [11] proved in 1901 that no surface can 
be real-analytically immersed in R^so that the induced metric I is complete, with 
Gauss curvature K a negative constant. Holmegren [12] soon presented a slightly 
different and more rigorous proof of this result, and later versions of the proof 
were offered by Blaschke [5] and Bieberbach [3]. Hilbert's theorem was then 
generalized by Efimov. In 1964, Efimov proved the following conjecture of Cohn-
Vossen: Let 5 be a complete surface with curvature K satisfying K < 6 < 0, 
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then there exists no isometric immersion of S into It is the purpose of this 
thesis to give a full exposition of Efimov's theorem and its proof. 
One fact of strategic importance in the proofs of both Efimov's and Hilbert's 
theorems is that a completer, simply connected surface with iC < 0 has infinite 
area. In case the surface in question bears a C^ Riemannian metric, this is a 
result due to Cartan [7]. 
Despite the proof of Efimov's theorem, questions suggested by Hilbert's the-
orem remain unanswered. There is the study of singularities which arise as the 
barrier to smoother immersions of the sort in question, as exemplified in Amsler's 
work [2] in case iC 三一1. There is also the following conjecture due to John Mil-
nor. aiul described in Klotz ainl Ooserman [14j. 
Conjecture (John Milnor). Suppose S is a complete, unmilic free surface, C^ 
immersed in R^ so that the sum of the squares of the principal curvatures on S 
is bounded away from zero. Then either K changes sign on S, or else K = 0. 
This thesis is organized as follows: in chapter 2, we will give the statement of 
the Efimov's Theorem and outline the proof of the Efimov's Theorem. Since the 
Efimov's Theorem is based on a sequence of lemmas, it is the purpose of section 
2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 to give a proof of these lemmas. Chapter 3 is devoted to the 
proof of the Hilbert's Theorem in the C^ case. 
Chapter 2 
The Theorem Of Efimov 
2.1 Main Theorem 
Let's first state the following main theorem 
Theorem 2.1.1. (Efimov's Theorem) No surface can be C^ immersed in M.^ 
so as to be complete in the induced Riemannian metric, with Gauss curvature 
K < const < 0. 
Firstly, we will give some definitions and general remarks here. 
Suppose that 5 is a surface C^ immersed in E^ with a complete induced metric 
I, and with Gauss curvature K satisfying K < -k, < 0, where k is a positive 
constant. Then we will obtain a contradiction. 
Now suppose S is orientiable. (Otherwise, consider its orientiable covering 
and both the Riemannian structure on S and the immersion of S can be lifted 
to S.) Let S denote the Gauss spherical image map z : 5 —> S which maps each 
point p in 5 to the unit normal to S at p. This map i gives a C^ immersion of 
S into E, and induced a metric III on S. Let S{III) be the surface S with the 
metric III. 
Clearly, S{III) cannot be complete. Otherwise, using i to pull back the 
structure of E to S. If S were compact, we would obtain a complete manifold 
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with its Gauss curvature positive(三 1) and bounded away from zero. Hence, by 
the Bonnet-Hopf-Rinow theorem, it follows that S{III) is compact. But S{III) 
is homeomorphic to S, and were S compact, then K would be positive at some 
points, contradicted to our assumption that K 
Since S{III) is not complete, one considers the completion S{III) of S(III) 
� � 
as a metric space. The Gauss map extends to a continuous map i : S(III) S. 
Definition 2.1.1. Letp be an interior point of a nongeodesic circular arc 7 on the 
sphere S. Let /?(7，e) be the closed geodesic rectangle on E with base 7 obtained 
by going out the distance e > 0 from 7 along geodesic arcs in the direction away 
from the center of 7 on S. (The center on E 0/ a nongeodesic circular arc 7 is 
one of the two possible centers on S which lies closer to 7.) Then e) is called 
an exterior rectangle at p. 
Let be any C^ surface, and map i : Q ^ E is a C^ immersion, pull back 
the metric of E to Q, then has a Riemannian metric and i is an isometric 
immersion. (Our S(III) with the Gauss map is just one example) Prom the 
metric completion Q, of the subset Q — Q. will be denoted by Extend i to ~ � 
a continuous map z : —> E. If U C the closure of U in Q is denoted by U. If 
V C the closure of V in Q is denoted by V. 
Definition 2.1.2. Q, is called concave at p E dQ if p is in the closure U of an 
open set U C fl such that ~ —• 
(A) i is one-to-one on U, and 
(B) i{U) contains the interior of an exterior rectangle at i{p). 
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Definition 2.1.3. Q is called pseudo convex if there is no p E dQ at which il is 
concave. 
Remark Definitions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 seems to depend on the isometric immer-
sion i : Q E. In fact, it can checked that these notations are independent of the 
particular C^ isometric immersion z : E, so long as Q and its Riemannian 
metric are fixed. 
Example. Let (p be the hyperboloid of one sheet given by a;^  + — = 1. 
Orient (p so that i assigns the "outward" normal at any point p of (/?. Then i maps 
ip onto the zone —1/\/2 < z < l /\/2 of S, with i{p) approaching 2; = 1 /%/2 on E 
as z{p) -00 on ip, and with i{p) approaching 2; = —/\/2 on E as z{p) — +00 
on ip. Here the metric completion 讽111) is concave at every boundary point. 
Definition 2.1.4. A nonempty subset H of Q is convex if any two of its points 
can be joined by a unique geodesic arc within H whose length equals the distance 
in Q between those of two points. 
Example. E is not convex since any two points which is antipodal can be joined 
by more than one geodesic. 
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Now we will state two Lemmas, by these two Lemmas, Theorem 2.1.1 can be 
proved easily. We will prove this two Lemmas in section 2.2 and 2.3. 
Lemma 2.1.1. If S is a complete oriented surface C^ immersed in with 
K < —K < 0, and if S{III) is obtained by using on S the metric III induced by 
the Gauss map i •• S H, then S(III) is pseudo convex. 
Lemma 2.1.2. If i : Q, T, is a C^ isometric immersion of a surface Q, bearing 
a C^ Riemannian metric，and if is pseudo convex, then 
(A) i is one-to-one on Q; 
(B) i(n) is either all of E, or else i{fl) is convex (so that is simply connected 
in either case); and 
(C) Q has finite area equal to 47r if i{Ct) = Efthat is, if Q is compact), and no 
greater than 2tt otherwise. 
By Lemma 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.2, Theorem 2.1.1 follows easily. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.1 Lemma 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.2 indicate that S{III) is 
simply connected with finite area no greater than 2兀 since S is noncompact. Fix 
any point p on 5, let a{r) be the area on 5 of a geodesic disc •CV(p)’ centered at 
p, of radius r > 0. Let cr*(r) be the area which III would assign to Dr{p). Then, 
because > � 0 on 
27r > a*{r) = f [ \K\da > k / [ da = Ka(r) (2.1) 
J Jorip) J JDrip) 
But (j(r) —> oo as r oo, since any simply connected, completed C^ surface 
with Gauss curvature K < 0 must have infinite area by Bishop's volume com-
parison theorem [4]. Thus (2.1) is a contradiction and the proof of the theorem 
is completed. 
2.2 Proof of Lemma 2.1.1 
In this section, we will prove Lemma 2.1.1. 
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We will prove Lemma 2.1.1 by contradiction. Suppose S(III) is not pseudo 
convex, then S{III) is concave at some point p on dS[III). By definition, there 
exists an open set U' C S(III) such that i is one to one on W and iiU') contains 
an interior rectangle •R(7, e) through i{p). Replacing U' by a smaller open set 
if necessary, we may assume that i{U') is precisely the interior of the rectangle 
_R(7,e). Furthermore, by rotating S in R^ if necessary, we may assume that 
is (0,0,1) on S, 7 lies in the hemisphere ^ > 0 on E, and 7 is tangent to the 
great circle •三 0 on 1； at Finally by replacing R(j, e) lies within the region 
x/2 � 
z > - — on S. 
It follows that the unit normal vector to S at any point of U' makes an angle of 
less than 45 degrees with the vector (0,0,1). Let F{t, s) = (x{t,s), y{t,s),z{i,»)) 
be a local parametrization of S. Then Fs = (xs.Vs, Zs) and Ft = {xt,yt,zt). 
.‘ 1 . . . , FsX Ft XtVs) cr • " " � 1 . • The unit normal i is given by 丨丨卩 ^ ^ 丨丨 二 丨丨厂 x F \\ . ce ) lies in 
/2 
z > ——，therefore, Xsyt — octUs + Thus the vertical projection tt of U' is a C^ 
immersion since diix o F) = XsVt — xtVs + 0 and 5 is a C^ surface. Using a local 
inverse tt一 1 for tt, any sufficiently small neighborhood on U' can be described by 
a function z = /(a;, with unit normal at the point (a:, y, f{x, y)) on S given 
by 
— —fy, 1) /o ON 
- V ^ T T T T T r (2.2) 
Since i(U') lies in the region 2; > — , we have /J + < 1 in U'. 
Zi 
Define \i which takes the open hemisphere of S to the plane 2;三 0 by taking 
any point cr 二 (rr, y, z) on S with z = + + ^^ > 0 to the point / i ( cr )= 
Thus n maps i{U') clifFeomorphically on some open region D' in the plane 
z 三 0. By identifying z = 0 and the x-y plane, we have jLi(i(p)) = (0,0) since 
i(p) = (0，0,1). Since 7 is a circular arc on the unit sphere, 7 satisfies the following 
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equation: 
x"^ y'^ z"^ = 1 k Ax -h By Cz = 1 
7 2 
where A, B, C are constant. Since 7 lies in z > - — , therefore 7 satisfies 
(王)2 + (丝)2 + 1 = [A(-) + B (^ ) + C f (2.3) 
z z z z 
which implies /Z07 is arc through (0,0) of some non-linear conic section. Moreover, 
since 7 lies in y > 0, o 7 lies in the half plane a: < 0. The map F •. D' B? 
defined by F 二 tt o o p—i is C^ immersion. 
To prove Lemma 2.1.1, we need the following: 
L^imma 2.2.1. The eigenvalues of the first derivative dF air real of opposilt 
sign, and uniformly bounded over D'. (Since F is a C^ immersion, the eigenvalues 
of dF can never vanish.) 
Proof. Using a local parametrization = / ( x , y) for some portion of U', by (2.2), 
we have fi o i(x, y, z) = ( / y , - f x ) - Hence, any local inverse = o i o tt"^ 
for F has the form = {fy(x,y), —fx{x,y)). The matrix representating 
( f w \ ) 
dF一 1 is . Since / is a C^ immersion,the trace fy^c — fxy of 
乂 ^ fXX 一 fxy j 
vanishes. Moreover, computing the Jacobian of we have = 
—fxx — fxy 
K(\ + fl + /y)^ < —K < 0’ since the Gauss curvature K < -k < ^ oi S dX the 
point (x, y, f(x, y)) is given by K = {fxxfyy — fly)l{l + fx + /y)^- It follows that 
the eigenvalues Ai and 入2 for satisfy 
Ai + A2 = 0 
A1A2 < - K , 
so that Ai and A2 are real, of opposite sign, and bounded away from zero by 
|Ai| = IA2I > v ^ , 
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where the bound a/k is independent of the particular choice of a local inverse F—i 
for F. • 
From (2.3), ^ 0 7 = (x,y) satisfies the equation 
(yf + (-xf + l = lA(p) + B(-x) + C]', 
therefore, coefficient of xy term is 2AB, which cannot be zero. (Otherwise, 7 lies 
on a plane parallel to x-y plane.) This gives the curvature of /i o 7 is nonzero. 
Therefore, for some constant c > 0, we may fit within D' all of some arc F through 
(0’ 0) of the parabola x = except for the point (0，0) itself. If r > 0 is small 
enough, the arc F will cut the circle x^ + y^ = ― twice, determining a right 
hand arc of the circle which lies entirely within D'. Consider the open region 
int{D) C D' bounded by F and this right hand circular arc. We denote by D the 
relative closure of int(D) in D'. (Thus D is also the closure of int{D) in less 
only the point (0, 0).) 
Let g* be the Riemannian metric induced upon D' by the C^ immersion F. 
Make D into a metric space by measuring the distance d})(p, q) between points 
of D as the greatest lower bound of the 广length of arcs in D joining p and q. 
Then we have 
Lemma 2.2.2. D with the metric d^ is a complete metric space 
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Proof of Lemma 2.2.2 Let g* be the Riemannian metric on U' which cor-
responds to the metric g* on D' under the diffeomorphism fi o i. Clearly, g* 
is precisely the metric induced on U' from the Euclidean metric dx"^ + dy"^ of 
the x,y-p\a,ne by the C^ immersion tt. Suppose then that we make the subset 
U = oiJ,~^{D) into a metric space by measuring the distance q) between 
points of [/ as the greatest lower bound of the ^*-lengths of arcs in U joining p 
to q. We may prove Lemma 2.2.2 by establishing the following. 
Lemma 2.2.3. U with the metric d^ is a complete metric space. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2.3 Note first that [/ is a closed subset of S. Otherwise, 
there would be a limit point q of U. in S — U. S.iuco the Gauss map i : S H 
is continuous, it would follow that i(q) belongs to the closure of i{U) in E. Bit, 
i{q) cannot be in z(C/), because 2 : C/' —> E is one-to-one, while q lies outside of 
U. By our construction of D, the only limit point of i(U) = ii-i[D) which lies in 
E - i{U) is i{p) = (0’ 0,1). Hence, i{p) = i{q) = i[q), so that p = q, contradicting 
our choice of p G dS(III) and q e S - U. 
As a closed subset of the complete surface 5, U is certainly complete. More-
over, U is still complete if we measure the distance du{p, q) between points on U 
as the greatest lower bound of the ordinary /-lengths of arcs in U joining p to q. 
This follows since [/ is a submanifold of S with piecewise smooth boundary. (See 
Appendix 3 of [15]) 
To show U is complete in the metric d^ as well as the metric du, we have to 
show 
d U p . q ) < d u { p . q ) < V 2 d ' [ j { p , q ) . (2.4) 
To show this, note that any arc 7 in U given by 2; = f{x{s*),y{s*)) where s* is a 
^*-arclength parameter for 7, has ordinary arclength s(s*) given by 
5 �= j : yJl + {hx'-Vfyy'Yd8\ 
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Since /J + < 1’ while x'^ + y'^  = 1, Schwarz's inequality yields 
s* < s(s') <V2s* 
which proves (2.4). 
Now we are ready to deduce a contradiction. From Lemma 2.2.2, we have 
D is complete with respect to d*D. Moreover, from Lemma 2.2.1, we have the 
eigenvalues of the first derivative dF are real, of opposite sign, and uniformly 
bounded over D since D C D'. But these contradict to the Efimov Main Lemma 
which will be proved in Section 2.4. 
2.3 Proof of Lemma 2.1.2 
The proof of Lemma 2.1.2 will be based on a series of Lemmas. Now we are going 
to mention some notions which will be used. 
Definition 2.3.1. A parametric arc 7 is called a geodesic if locally it provides a 
shortest path between any two of its points. Given p E Q and an r > 0，the set 
Drip) = {g G q) < r } is called the geodesic disc of radius r about p. We 
call Dr ip) a full geodesic disc on Q if one may leave p in every direction along a 
geodesic ray of length r in 
Lemma 2.3.1. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.1.2, if the length of a geodesic 
is less than tt, then 7 provides shortest arc in Q between any two of its points, 
and is mapped by i 1-1 onto an arc of equal length along a great circle on E. 
Proof. It is clear that if 7 is a geodesic parameterized by arclength, then i o 7 
yields a greater circular arc on E parameterized by arclength since z is a C^ 
isometric immersion. Since length of 7 is less than tt, length of z o 7 is less than tt. 
This implies z o 7 is a shortest path between any two of its points and therefore 
7 is a shortest path between any two of its points. • 
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Lemma 2.3.2. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.1.2, if Drip) is a full geodesic 
disc on Q with r > ir then Q, is a sphere, and z : 0 —> E is an isometry. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.1, i is a 1-1 isometry from A r W onto E less the point q 
antipodal to i{p). Let y G ODT^(p), then y = i{x) where x G dD^^ij)) which by 
definition d(p, x) = tt. Therefore d(i(p), q) = d(i(p),i(x)) = tt hy Lemma 2.3.1. 
Then i(dDjr(p)) consists of all point with distance tt from i(p). Since dDT^{p) is 
connected and i is locally one to one, dDy^{p) consists exactly one point and Q 
must be a sphere, with z a C^ isometry from Q, onto E. • 
Using pseudo convexity, one has the following strengthening of Lemma 2.3.2. 
Lemirm 2.3.3. Under the. assumption of Lemma 2.1.2, if Dr{p) is a full geodesic 
on Vi with r > 7r/2，then ft is a sphere and z : Q E an isometry. 
Proof. Given a full geodesic Dr(p) on Q with r > 7r/2, we will show that it is 
possible to enlarge Dr(p) on Q, to yield a full geodesic disc of radius larger than tt 
about p and by Lemma 2.3.2 the result is followed. Otherwise, let Dr(p) be the 
maximal full geodesic disc with r < tt in the sense that there is no full geodesic 
disc with radius larger than r. This implies there exists a point p' G dDr{p) such 
that p' e dQ {p' ^ Q). By Lemma 2.3.1, i maps Drijp) 1-1 onto a geodesic disc on 
E of same radius r. To obtain a contradiction, we will show that Q is concave at 
Let 7 be small open arc through i{p') of a nongeodesic circle F on E such that 
r C i{Dr(p)). Then U == i-i(interior of e)) for small e is a exterior rectangle 
at p'. • 
Lemma 2.3.4. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.1.2, ifQ is not a sphere, then 
any geodesic arc 7 joining two points within Q has length ^(7) < tt. 
Proof. Suppose flis not a sphere, and that 7 is a geodesic arc joining two points 
within Q, with Z(7) > tt. Replacing 7 by a portion of itself if necessary, we may 
assume = tt. By rotating E if necessary, suppose z o 7 is the equator of the 
portion of y < 0. 
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Define the e-strip around i o 7 to be Upeio7 Dj j ) ) . Since 7 is compact in the 
open surface Q, there exists an e > 0 and a neighborhood Nq of 7 in Q which i 
takes one-to-one onto the e-strip around 207. By taking e sufficiently small, we 
may assume that the closure iVo of iVo in Q, lies entirely within Vl, so that i maps 
the closure Nq of Nq in Vt one-to-one onto the closure of the e-strip around 207. 
‘ Finally assume that e < 7r/2. 
Given 9 >0, consider the rotations of e-strip around the e-strip on S upward 
and downward around the a;-axis in through the angle 9. The interior of the 
set of all points on S reached during the course of these rotations is called the 
region of z o 7 on S. (Thus, the 0-region of z o 7 on E is just the e-strip itself; 
and a ^-region contains any (?'-regkm for 0 < 6' < 0.) 
Let 6 be the siipremum of all 6 in the interval [0,7r/2] for which some neigh-
borhood NQ of 7 in Q is mapped by i one-to-one onto the region of z o 7 on 
S. li 6 > (7r/2) — e, by Lemma 2.3.3, is a sphere, which is a contradiction. If 
9 < (7r/2) — e, then N芬 exists in Q, but some point p on the metric closure N^ in 
ri must lie on Clearly, p • Nq since Nq C VL. Hence, i{p) must have distance 
greater than e from both endpoints of z o 7. It follows that i{p) lies along that 
portion of the boundary of which is an arc of a nongeodesic circle F whose 
center lies on the opposite side of F on S from i�N名�.One easily demonstrate 
that Q is concave at p, contradicting the pseiido convexity of Q. • 
Lemma 2.3.5. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.1.2, if ^ is not a sphere, and 
if ^ is a geodesic arc in Q from the center of some full geodesic disc Dyia) on Q 
to the center of some full geodesic disc Dr{b) on Q, then 
(A) Z(7) + 2r < TT； 
(B) there is an open convex set H in Q containing 7, Dr{a) and Dr{h); 
(C) 1 is the unique geodesic in Vt from a to h, and Z(7) = d{a, b). 
Proof. Since all conclusion hold trivially if a = 6, we assume that a # b. 
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Claim (A) follows easily from Lemma 2.3.4. For, were l ( j ) + 2 r �t t , the 
geodesic 7 could be extended so as to have length tt. 
To prove claim (B), rotating E if necessary, we may assume 207 is the equator 
of the hemisphere 2; < 0 and lies in y < 0 and its midpoint is (0, —1,0). By (A), 
the map i one-to-one in the union of 7，D八a] and Dr(b), and i{Dr{a)) and 
i{Dr{b)) lies in y <0. 
First we will make the additional assumption that the closures Dr{a) of Dr{a) 
and Dr{b) of Dr{b) in Q lie within Q,. Having proved (B) under this assumption, 
it will be easy to establish (B) in the general case. 
There exist e > 0 such that i maps open neighborhood N{e) of 7 ont-to-one 
onto e-strip of i o 7. Let ？ be. the supremuni In th^ interval (0, r) such that N (c) 
exists. It is clear that N^e) exits in fl. 
Suppose ？ < r. Then, somewhere on the metric the metric closure of N(e) 
in Ct there must be a point p on dCt. Moreover, i(p) must lie on that portion of 
the boundary of i(N{e)) which runs along a nongeodesic circle F on E parallel to 
107 with its center on the opposite side of F from But then Q would be 
concave at p, contradicting the assumption that is pseudo convex. We conclude 
that ？= r. 
Let C be the right elliptical cylinder in R^ formed by all lines parallel to 
the x-axis through the circular boundaries of both i(Dr{a)) and By 
PQ and PQ we denote the horizontal planes in R^ tangent to C from above and 
below, respectively. Let yo < 0 be the y coordinate at the centers of i(Dr(a)) 
and i(Dr(b)). For any 9 in (0,7r/2)], let P^ and P^ be the planes which make 
an angle 9 with the plane z = 0, while also each being tangent to C along a 
line on which y 三 constant > yo with z 三 constant > 0 and z = constant < 0, 
respectively. Of course, P;: and P;丨coincide, and are vertical. 
A 
It is clear that there is a unique value d oi 0 for which PQ and PQ hit the 
origin in The planes P^ and P^ cut out great circles on E tangent to the 
circular boundaries of i(Dr[a)) and i(Dr(b)). 
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Let QQ and b^ be the points where P^ hits the closures of i{Dr{a)) and 
i{Dr(b)), respectively, a? and b^  be the points where P^ hits those same closures. 
Let r^ be the arc along the left side of the boundary of i(Dr{a)) joining a^ and 
a^ , and let F^ be the arc along the right side of the boundary of i{Dr(b)) joining 
bg and b^. Finally, the open region on the front face of E lying below P “ above 
•Pg一，to the right of TQ and to the left of Tg will be called a ^-neighborhood of 
z o 7 on E. (Thus, the 0-neighborhood of z o 7 is just the r-strip itself; and a 
neighborhood contains any ^'-neighborhood for which 0 < 9' < 6 < 9.) 
Now let 没〉0 be the least upper bound of all 9 values in the interval [0,9] 
for which some neighborhood Nq of y in Q is mapped by i one-to-one onto the 
. 八 
6^ -neigiiborhood of « o 7 on E. By an easy argument, NQ exists. But, if 0 < 
there must be some point p on the metric closure of NQ in Q which lies on dCl. 
Under our assumption that the closures Dr{a) of Dr{a) and Dr{b) of Dr{b) in Q, 
i{p) must lie along the arc of a nongeodesic circle r = 广门 H or P~ fl E, whose 
center on E lies to the opposite side of F from the ^-neighborhood of i 07. Thus, 
if 9 < 9, then Q must be concave at p, which is a contradiction. It follows that 
e = e. 
Suppose we take for H the set Ng in fl. Then H is convex, because the 6-
neighborhood of z o 7 on E is convex, while is a one-to-one isometry from H onto 
the ^-neighborhood of z o 7. Thus, to complete the proof of claim (B), we need 
only handle the case in which the metric closures of Dr{a) or Dr(b) in Q, do not 
lie entirely within Q. 
But in this last case, for each value of p in (0,r), the full geodesic disk Dp{a) 
and Dp{h) have metric closures in Vt which lie within Our previous arguments 
apply to provide convex, open sets Hp in 0 containing Dp(a}, Dp{h) and 7. Take 
for H the union of all Hp for p in (0,r). The open set H is convex, and contains 
Dr(a), Dr{b) and 7 as required. This establishes claim (B). 
Claim (C) is now an easy consequence of (A) and (B), since i(H) lies within a s 
open hemisphere on E. • 
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We can now proceed to the following. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1.2. Since the Lemma holds trivially if Q is a sphere, we assume 
henceforth that Q is not a sphere. 
Suppose p and gare distinct points in Q. Since Q. is connected, we can choose 
a parameterized arc F in iTi from p to q. Since F is compact while i is a local 
isometry, there is an e > 0 such that every point of F is the center of a full geodesic 
disc of radius e centered at pj for any j 二 1，2,…’ rz. Moreover, we may fix a finite 
set of points po = = q on F, indexed in the order indicated by the 
parametrization of F, and such that d(j)j—i,pj) < e for any j = 1, 2,..., n. Let Dj 
be the disc of radius e centered at pj for any j = 0,1, ...,n. By construction, the 
center of Dj is inside Dj_i foi each j •= 1 ， 2 ’ n . Tims, for example, pu can be 
joined to pi by a unique geodesic 71 in with /(71) = <i(Po’Pi). An induction 
argument now applies. Suppose that for any fixed j 二 1,2,..., n — 1, po can be 
joined by a geodesic jj in Q. By Lemma 2.3.4, l(jj) < tt, and by Lemma 2.3.5, 
l(jj) + 2e < TT with l(jj) = d(po,Pj). Moreover, we may use the convex set H 
provided by Lemma 2.3.5 to guarantee the existence of a geodesic arc 7^+1 joining 
Po to Pj+i, since the latter point lies within Dj. Finally, 7^+1 must be the unique 
geodesic in il from p to q, and /(7j+i 二 c/(po’P:/+i. Thus, by induction, p = po 
may be joined to g = Pn by a unique geodesic w i t h � " „ ) = d{p, q). This 
means that ^ is convex. 
It follows easily that i is one-to-one on Q. For, given points p and q on 
consider the geodesic from p to q constructed above. Clearly, i is one-to-one on 
7，so that i(p) i(q). This establishes part (A) of Lemma 2.1.2. 
To prove part (B), merely note that is the one-to-one isometric image of 
the convex surface Q,. Since any convex set on S must be simply connected, Q 
itself must be simply connected. 
The first claim of part (C) of Lemma 2.1.2 follows directly from part (A), 
since S has finite area. The more specific claim that Q, has area < 2tt (when is 
not sphere) is established by the following. 
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Assertion. If E is a convex subset of S, then E lies in a hemisphere on E. 
Proof of the Assertion Let q be any point on E whose distance r from E is 
maximal. If r > 7r/2, we are finished. 
Suppose 0 < r < 7r/2, and suppose there is a unique point p of 丑 at distance 
r from q. Let [/ be a geodesic disc of radius e < r /2 about p. Then the compact 
set E — (U n E) has distance p > r from q. Now move q away from p a distance 
6 along the great circle through p and q on E, where 
6 < min{p — r, 7r/2 — r} . 
The new point q reached on E has distance greater than r from E OU, since 
U lies in the open hemisphere of E consisting of all points closer t,o q than tt> 
q. But by our choice of (5, the distance of q from 丑 A f / is also greater than 
r. Thus q is farther from E than q is, contradicting our choice of q. It follows 
that there must be at least two points pi and p2 of E at distance r from q if 
0 < r < 7r/2. Consider now the shortest geodesic arc on E from pi to p2. Except 
at its endpoints, this arc lies entirely outside of E. Since there are points qi and 
q2 of E arbitrary close to pi and p2, respectively, we may choose qi and q) in E so 
that the shortest geodesic arc connecting them in S has points which lie outside 
of E. This contradicts the convexity of E. Thus the case 0 < r < n/2 cannot 
occur. 
It remains to eliminate the possibility that r = 0, so that E is dense in E. 
Suppose then that r = 0, and fix some point q 來 E. (Since E itself is not convex, 
there must be such a point.) Consider the open hemisphere H centered at q, 
and take some geodesic triangle T in H whose interior in H contains q. Since 
E is dense in E, there are distinct points pi’p2 and ps of E arbitrary close to 
the vertices of T. Thus we may choose pi，p2 and ps in E so that the geodesic 
triangle they determinate has q in its interior in H. But the shortest geodesic arc 
in E from pi to q extends to a shortest geodesic arc in E from pi to a point p on 
the opposite side of the triangle. Since E is convex, q must lie in E, which is a 
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contradiction. This completes proof of the Assertion. 
2.4 Proof of Efimov's Main Lemma 
Definition 2.4.1. Let D' and D be the set constructed in the proof of Lemma 
2.1.1. Let g* be the Riemannian metric on D' induced by the C^ immersion 
F : D' M."^ constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1. So that the g*-length of 
an arc 7 is just the Euclidean length 0/ F o 7. Given any two points q and q' in 
D’ let d*D[q,q') be the greatest lower bound of the g*-lengths of arcs in D joining 
q to q'. Then we have the following: 
Lemma 2.4.1. (Efimov Main Lemma) If F : D' R"'^  is a C^ mimersion，and 
if the eigenvalues Ai and X2 of the derivative dF on D' are real and satisfy 
-a < Xi < \2 < a (2.5) 
for some constant a, then D provided with the distance dp is not complete metric 
space. 
Efimov Main Lemma will be proved by contradiction. Firstly, we will give 
some definitions. 
Definition 2.4.2. An arc ^ in D joining p and q is called a g*-shortest arc in 
D if it is parameterized by its g*-arclength, and that no other arc in D between p 
and q has shorter g*-length. 
We denote /(7) the ordinary Euclidean length of any arc 7 in setting 
= 00 if J is not rectifiable. For any arc 7 in D', we denote by Z*(7) the 
g*-length 0 / 7 . So we have = 1{F o 7). If an arc in D' is non-rectifiable, we 
have = 00. 
Remark A (/"-shortest arc in D must be C^ smooth. It is obvious if 7does 
not hit the boundary dD of D, since any connected subarc of 7 in the interior 
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of D is mapped by F one-to-one onto a line segment in For a proof that a 
(；*-shortest arc 7 is C^ even if it hits dD, se Appendix 3. It is shown in there a 
广shortest arc with an interior point P on dD must be tangent to dD at p. 
Definition 2.4.3. Given any real value 6, consider the linear function 
^ — xcosO + ysiriB 
on For any rectifiable arc in E^, let I办、denote the total variation of ^ on 
7. Thus, when 6 = 0, we have Ixij), which equals the total variation of x on 7; 
and when 6 二 7r/2，we have ("(7)，which measures the total variation of y on 7. 
7/7 lies in D, let /J(7) denote, tlip total voriaiion off (�'n F o � : 
Here are some basic facts: 
咖 = Z “ F o 7 ) . 
In particular, 
Note also that l{j) < IJci) + Zy(7), so that, if 7 lies in D, /*(?) < 以7 ) + 
Definition 2.4.4. A quasi-distance d on D is a function from D x D to the reals 
with all the usual properties of a distance, except that, d{p, q) may be zero even 
p ^ q. More specifically, d must satisfy d{p, q) > 0; d{p,p) = 0; d{p, q) = d{q^p)\ 
A A /S 
and d{p, q) < r)+c?(r, q) for any p, q and r in D. We say that a quasi-distance 
d is majorized by d*�provided that (?(p，q) < d*D(p, q) for all p, q in D. 
Definition 2.4.5. Given a quasi-distance d on D, and an arc 7 : [a, b] —> D, we 
consider the associated quasi-length 
k 
Kl) 二 supY,d{j{ti^i)n{ti)) 
i=l 
over all finite subdivisions a = to < ti < • • • < tk = b of [a,b]. Of course, [(7) 
may be infinite. 
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Remark The distance d*�is a quasi-distance, majorized by itself, with associ-
ated quasi-length I*. More significantly, given any 9 with ^ = xcos9 + ysinO, the 
function d^  given by 
dl(p, q) 二 inf{Q(7)|7 joins p to g in D} 
is a quasi-distance on D, majorized with associated quasi-length l*^ . 
Lemma 2.4.2. If the sequence of arcs Vj : [0,1] D converges uniformly in 
the d*D distance to a (necessarily continuous) arc v : [0,1] —> D, and if d is a 
quasi-distance on D majorized by do尔,then 
. . A 
•'(.") < lira inf Kvj) 
Proof. Given an M < i{v), choose a subdivision 
0 = io < < . • • < ffc 二 1 
of [0,1] such that 
k 
M < Y^d(v{ti-i),v(U)). (2.6) 
i=l 
Next, for any e > 0, choose an integer N such that 
max d{v{t),vj{t)) < max d*^{v{t),vj{t)) < e/k (2.7) 
for every j > N. Together, (2.6) and (2.7) yield 
k k 
M < 巧(ti—1)) + 1)，巧(ti)) 
i=\ i=l 
k 
+ '^d{vj{ti),v(ti)) < i(vj) + 2e. 
This proves Lemma 2.4.2. • 
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Corollary 2.4.1. If the sequence of arcs Vj : [0,1] —> D converges uniformly in 
the d*D distance to a (necessarily continuous) arc v : [0,1] ^ D, then 
ll{v) Sl iminf 他 ) ’ 
for any fixed 6, with $ = rc cos 9 + y sin^. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4.2 to the quasi-distance d*乞. • 
Corollary 2.4.2. If the sequence 7j : [a, b] — D of g*-shortest arcs in D con-
verges uniformly in the d*�metric to an arc 7 : [a, b] —> D, then 7 is also a 
g*-shortest arc in D. 
Proof. We have dD(lj[a),^j{b)) = b — a for all j. Therefore 
�, 7 W ) = b- a8iSj^oo. 
But Lemma 2.4.2 guarantee that 
r ( 7 ) < l i m i n f r ( 7 j ) - 6 - a , 
since d*�is a quasi distance majoized by itself. Hence, ^(7) = b — a, and to show 
that 7 is a 分""-shortest arc in D, we need only check that 7 is parameterized by 
a c/*-arclength parameter. To this end, given any fixed s in (a, 6)，we apply the 
arguments just to completed to the arcs 7|[a,s] instead of to the arcs j j themselves. 
This yields the fact that 7|�a’s] has ^*-length s - a , which proves the Corollary. • 
Definition An arc p : [0,00) — D is called distinguished ray if the restriction 
of p to any finite interval yields a 广shortest arc in D. Thus any distinguished 
ray is parameterized by its ^*-arclength and r ( p �= 00. By Remark 1, any 
distinguished ray is C^ smooth. 
Remark ^ If p is a distinguished ray, then p{s) must converge to the origin in R^. 
Otherwise, for arbitrary large values of ^*-arclength parameter s, p would return 
to some compact subset K C D. But, since the 广length of p between any two 
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of its points equal the d*�distance between them, this would yield points of the 
compact set K arbitrarily far apart in the d^ distance, which is impossible. 
Remark 3 If p : [0, oo) — D is such that Fop yields the ordinary arclength 
parametrization of a Euclidean ray, then p is distinguished ray. 
Lemma 2.4.3. If�D, d*D) is complete, then a distinguished ray exists. 
Proof. Choose any point po in D. We will construct a distinguished ray beginning 
at Pq. 
Now for k = 1,2，...，consider the exhaustion of D by the compact sets 
p{k) = {(x, y) e D\x'？y2 功2左}， 
and let d j ^ � =g . l . b . { r ( 7 ) | 7 joins q to q' in D{k)} be the distance on D{k). 
Since 
is compact, there is at least one point, say pk, on C{k) whose cTJ^� distance Ck 
from po is a minimum. We call an arc 7 : [0,1 * (7)] —> D{k) a 5'^-shortest arc in 
D(k) if 7 is parameterized by its endpoints c/*-arclength, with ^(7) equal to the 
d j ) � distance between its endpoints. For each /e = 1,2,...’ we will now construct 
a 5f*-shortest arc in D{k) from po to pk-
By definition of d*�,we can find，for each fixed k. a sequence of arcs 
from Pq to pk, each parameterized by ^*-arclength, so that l*(yj) — Ck as j — 00. 
We have d*(i>j(t), ^^{t')) 二 |力一 since Vj is parameterized by p*-arclength. 
Restricting each Uj to the interval [0, Cfc], since D{k) is compact, by Azela-Ascoli 
theorem, there exists a subsequence of the " j 丨[0’ Ck] which converges uniformly on 
the common interval [0’ Ck\ to a continuous arc 
7fc: — I ) � 
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from po to pk. Since 广("j|[o’cfcj) —^  c^ as j — oo, we can now use Lemma 2.4.2 
below (with itself as the quasi-distance) to show that l*(jk) < Cfc. However, 
by definition of c^, l*{jk) > Ck, so that l*{jk) == Ck. To show t h a t �i s param-
eterized by its p*-arclength, consider any s in [0, c^], and apply Lemma 2.4.2 to 
the restrictions of 7fc and Uj to [0, s] and [s,Ck\. This yields 
‘ ‘ J—•oo 
Since l*{'yk) = Ck is the sum of the left-hand sides above, both inequalities must by 
equalities. T h u s , �i s parameterized by ^ *-arclength, and is indeed a g* shortest 
arc in D{k) from po to pk-
For any m = 1 , 2 , k , we will denote by 7广 the portion of -jk from 7fc(0) to 
7fc(c爪).As a subarc of 7^；, this restriction 7]^ of jk to [0，Ck] is itself a (/*-shortest 
arc in D. 
But note now that 7fc must also be a p*-shortest arc in D from po to pk： since 
any ^*-shorter arc in D{k) from po to pk which leaves D{k) would have some first 
point q at which it hits C(k), and q would be closer to po in the distance d * �  
than Pk is, a contradiction. Thus 
Ck = d*(po,Pk) 二 
Clearly, 0 < Ci < C2 < . . . . 
For any m = 1,2, ...,/c, we will denote by the portion of jk from 7^(0) to 
7fc(cm). As a subarc of this restriction of 7^； to [0, Cm] is itself a p*-shortest 
arc in D. 
Then we apply the so-called diagonal trick. 
Because D(l) is compact, there is a subsequence N! of the positive integers 
such that the arcs 7J : [0,ci] ^ D{1), for k in Ni, converge uniformly as /c ^  00 
in Ni to an arc pi : [0,ci] — D( l ) . By Corollary 2.4.2’ pi must also be a 
(/*-shortest arc in D. Similarly, there is a subsequence N2 of iVi, such that 
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the arc : [0, C2] —> D(2) which extends pi, and which is a p*-shortest arc 
in D. Continuing inductively, one obtains for each m 二 2,3’... an extension 
Pm', [0, Cm] — D{m) of Pi which is a ^*-shortest arc in D(l). 
Let Coo < 00 be the limit of the increasing sequence { c ^ } as m —> 00. For 
each s in [0, Coo) we set p{s) equal to pm{s), using any m so large that c„^  > s. 
Clearly, p : [0, Cqo) D is a p*-shortest arc between any two of its points. 
To prove that p is a distinguished ray, it is sufficient to show that Cqq = 00. 
But, were Cqo = l*{p) < 00, the points p(Crn) would form a Cauchy sequence in 
the d*D distance, which would have to converge to a point of D, because D was 
assumed to be complete. Since by construction, the points p{cm) converge to the 
origin in a contradiction is achieved, and mt conclude that Coo ~ 00. • 
Having proved lemma 2.4.1’ it will be helpful to have information about the 
behavior oi F o p for any distinguished ray p. As the remark indicates, F takes 
any subarc of rho which lies within the interior D^ of D to a line segment in 
But, if p has portions along DndD, the situation may be complicated. Roughly 
speaking, Fop may look like the curve in Fig. 1, curving “ away" from F{D) 
locally along portions of F{D 门 dD), as indicated in the following lemma. 
Figure 1. F{D) shaded. 
Lemma 2.4.4. Let ^ be a g*-shortest arc in D, let p on D n dD be an interior 
point of gamma, and let U be any neighborhood of p in D. Then F{U) contains 
one of two dosed half discs A cut by the tangent line L to at F{p) from 
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some closed disc in with center F{p). Moreover,厂(7门[/) is disjoint from the 
interior of A , provided that F is one to one on U. 
Figure 2. A shaded. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case in which U is compact and simply 
connected, with U A dD connected, F one-to-one on U, and neither endpoint of 
7 in U. (Any neighborhood of p in D contains such a U.) 
The line L is tangent to both F(7) and F(D n dD) at F(p) (see appendix 
3). In particular, p cannot be a corner point of D A dD is smooth at p, the line 
L cuts the tangent plane to at F(p) into two open half planes consisting of 
vectors pointing "into" of "out o f F{U). 
Choose a Euclidean ray beginning at F{p) whose initial tangent vector points 
“into" F(U) at F{p). Some initial segment of this ray lies within F{U), and may 
be extended until it first hits the boundary of the compact set F{U), say at the 
point q. 
Note that q cannot lie on F(U 门 dD). If it did, the line segment u from F{p) 
to q together with the arc of F{U A dD) from F(p) to q would form a Jordan 
curve bounding a region R C F(JJ), as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. 
Express 7 as the union of two closed subarcs, which intersect only at p. One of 
these, say 7+, is taken by F to an arc which immediately enters R, and which 
must eventually leave R from a point Q of LY. This would imply, however, that 
F(7+) coincides with “ from p to q, since 7+ is a p*-shortest arc in D between 
any two of its points. But F o 7 is tangent to L at p, so that a contradiction has 
been reached. 
/S A A 
It follows then that q lies on F(JJ), where {U) is the compact subset U = 
dUnDO of dU. If 2e is the distance from F{p) to F{U), the closed half disc of 
radius e to the appropriate side of L will serve as the A indicated in lemma 2.4.4. 
To check that F ( 7 n C/) is disjoint from the interior of A if F is one-to-one on 
U, suppose that F (7 n C/) contains a point F(p) belonging to the interior of A. 
Then the line segment v from F{p) to F{p) would lie completely within F{U). 
Since 7 is a 广shortest arc, v must coincide with the arc of F o 7 from F{p) to 
F{p). But F 0 7 is tangent to F{dD) at F{p), while u is not. This contradiction 
completes the proof. • 
The following “ Comparison Lemma" will be used. 
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Lemma 2.4.5. Suppose that ^ is a g*-shortest arc in D from a to h, and that ip 
is any piecewise C^ arc in D from a to b which is free of self-intersections. Then 
for any fixed 0, 
llil) < 哪 
where ^ = x cos 9 sin 9. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the Lemma for the case 0 = 0, so that ^ = x. (To 
adjust the argument to a general 9, replace x everywhere by and use, instead 
of the vertical direction mentioned throughout the proof, the directions parallel 
to the l ine《三 0 in 
We consider first the case in which 7 and ip meet only at their endpoints a 
and b. Then, together, 7 and ip bound a compact, simply connected subset K 
of D. Denote by N the set of all x coordinates at points of F{dK) at which the 
tangent line to F(dK) is either undefined or vertical. Setting a:*(p) at any p e D 
equal to the x coordinate at note that the real valued functions x* o 7 and 
X* o Ip are C^ and piecewise C^ respectively. Moreover, N includes all critical 
values of x* o 7 and x* o 也 while containing at most finitely many additional 
values, namely, the values of x* at the “ corners" of dK. Sard's theorem therefore 
indicates that N is a closed set of measure zero. Denote by 7° the portion of 7 
on which x* ^ N. 
We call a parameterized arc v in D prevertical if F o " yields an ordinary 
arclength parametrization of a vertical line segment in E^ (which may be open, 
half open of closed; finite of infinite). Thus, a prevertical arc u is always a g*-
shortest arc in D between any two of its points. 
If now we are given any point p of 7°, there exists a prevertical arc v starting 
at p and lying otherwise within the interior of K. Moreover, u may be extended 
as a prevertical arc until it first again meets dK say ar a point q. (Were such an 
extension of v to dK impossible, then v could be extended to a prevertical arc 
V : [0,00) —> K beginning at p. This would yield points of K on u arbitrary far 
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from p in the distance, which is a contradiction since K is compact.) Further, 
q must lie on 也 q would have to coincide with "，which is impossible since p G 7°, 
so that F o 7 is not vertical at F{p). Finally, the tangent vector to F oip F{q) 
is well defined and non-vertical since p G 7 � ’ so that x*{q) = x*(p) • N. 
Because there is just one oriented direction in which a prevertical arc can 
leave a point p G 7® so as to enter the interior of K , there exists only the one 
prevertical arc within K beginning at p G and ending on 7/;. Thus, we may 
think of the endpoiiit q of iv on t/； as a function q = q{p) for p in 7°. Denote by 
f the image of 7 �u n d e r q. Given any point q 二 on there is only one 
nontrivial prevertical arc in K beginning on dK and ending at q, namely, the 
arc V from p used to define q = q[p). To see this, note that q wa.s the first point 
beyond p on v at which v met dK, and that there is only one oriented prevertical 
direction from, which one can approach q within K, since x*(q)雀 iV if g e 功0 
We conclude that the function q = q(p) is one-to-one from onto 
The implicit function theorem indicates that q is C^ smooth as a function of 
the ^*-arclength parameter on 7° (inherited from the parametrization of 7). For, 
given any p in 7°, i/j is C^ smooth at 二 g(p), with F o ip nonvertical at F{q). 
By our construction of we now have 
Denote by the subset of [0’/*(7)] on which 
dx*{^{s))/ds + 0. 
Then 
which indicates that = since the value of the integral above is un-
changed if we remove from S^ the set of measure zero which is the preimage of 
N under the C^ immersion x* o 7 on Thus 
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which proves lemma 2.4.5 in case 7 and 吟 meet only at their endpoints. 
Suppose then that 7 and ijj have an interior point in common. Let ip' be the 
portion of ijj disjoint from 7. In case every point of is a point of 7, then 1// 
is empty, and the conclusion of lemma 2.4.5 would be obvious even if ifj were 
allowed to have self intersections. Foe 7 is a simple C^ arc from a to 6 in D. On 
the other hand, ip is continuous and joins a to 6 in D. On the other hand, ijj is 
continuous and joins a to b hitting only points on 7, and thus hitting all points 
on 7. It follows easily that /*(7) < l*(ip) as claimed. 
We will assume therefore that ip' is not empty. Since ip' is open relative to 也 it 
may be expressed as the disjoint union ip = Uiipi of at most count ably many open 
subaics ipi of 也 where the enumeration is taken so that Z二(，々 i) > 以i^'z) > • • • 
If more than finitely manu arcs ijji are involved, then 
lim r(iPi) = 0, (2.8) 
i-+oo 
since is finite. 
Make a linear change of parameter of necessary, so that i{j : [0,1] D. This 
induces the parameterizations ipi : (oj, bi) D, where the (a/, bi) are the disjoint 
subintervals of [0,1]. Consider now the siibarc 71 of 7 between the endpoints 
^(ai ) of ipi. Making a linear change in the p*-arclength parametrization of 71 if 
necessary (which may have to reverse orientation), we have 
7i : — D 
with 7i(ai) = ip(ai) and 7(61) = ipibi). Since 71 and the closure of the arc ipi 
meet only at their endpoints, our previous arguments yield 
以71) < 觀 . 
Defining a new arc Ui : [0’ 1] ^ D by 
f 
ip{t) if 力孝[ai, 61]’ 
� = 
7iW if t e [ai,&i], 
\ 
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we have ⑩ ） > Z 加 ) . 
Similarly, the arc 72 of 7 between the endpoints 功(<22) and 妙(62) of ip2 may be 
reparametrized if necessary (possibly reversing its orientation) so as to become 
72 : [«2, M — D 
with 72(a2) — il)(a2) and 72(62) = 知)’ while 
U12) < Km. 
If we define a new arc "2 : [0’ 1] —> -D by 
� if i i [<22,62), 
" 2 � = 
72 W ifie[a2’&2], 
then _ > > 11{U2). 
Continuing this procedure, one obtains a sequence of arcs lyj : [0,1] D each 
joining 7/;(0) to 功（1). Of course, if there are only m subarcs where 1 < m < oo, 
then we set vj = i>m for every j > m. In any case, 
while all the arcs vj lie in the compact set 7 U Using (2.8)，it is now easy to 
show that the arcs vj converge uniformly in the d*�distance to a (necessarily) 
continuous arc v : [0,1] —> D. Using the last inequalities above and corollary 
2.4.1, we have 
> lim > C(z^). (2.9) 
J—>00 
But, by our construction, all point of v lie along the arc 7, with v continuously 
joining the endpoints of 7. By the same arguments given previously for the case 
in which = 0，we have Z二("）> ZJ(7)’ which, together with (2.9), completes 
the proof lemma 2.4.5. • 
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Remark The conclusion of lemma 2.4.5 remains valid even if the piecewise 
C^ arc • has finitely many self-intersections. For one may easily piece together, 
1 A 
using portions of ifj between self-intersections, a new piecewise C arc ip joining 
the original endpoints of 也 and free of self-intersections. Since < 
A A 
lemma 2.4.5 applied to 7 and i}; yields /*(7) < ll(ip) < I^W• 
Eigenarcs and chains 
We have assumed that the eigenvalues 入 1 and 入2 of dF over D' are real, distinct 
and non-zero. Thus, since F is C^ smooth, the associated fields of first and second 
eigendirections never coincide in are continuous and singularity free. 
Definition 2.4.6. Any C^ arc in D' everywhere tangent to a first (or second) 
eigendirection will be called a first (second) eigenarc. 
Through any point of D, there passes an open arc of one first and of one second 
eigenarc. Moreover, since D is simply connected, and because the eigenvector 
fields are continuous and singularity free, no eigenarc may intersect itself. In 
particular, there are no closed eigenarcs. 
Definition 2.4.7. Let ^ = xcos9 + ysmO. A ^-chain is any piecewise C � 
parameterized arc in D made up of finitely many eigenarcs, and along which ^ is 
strictly increasing. 
Lemma 2.4.6. Let p e int{D), p = (x,y). If ^ = x cos 6 y sin 9 > 0, there 
exists a ^chain C which begins at p and ends at dD. 
Proof. Let r] = —xsinO-\-y cos9. Introduce the coordinates in Let Vi (or 
V2) be the relatively closed subset of D consisting of all points at which the first 
(or the second) eigendirection is parallel to the "-axis. We have ViH ¥2 = 0 . 
We denote by j\ (or /之）the continuous, real-valued function on D — Vi (or on 
D — V2) which assigns the slope dri/dt associated with the first (or the second) 
eigendirection at each point. 
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Therefore, an eigenarc nowhere parallel to 77-axis may be pictured as the graph 
of a C^-function 77 = satisfying one of 
ov dr}/d^ = 
Let > 0 be the ^ coordinate of p given before. First assume & > 0. Let 
H = {(€’ 77) > 4o} and we have Dn^fHs compact. Let 3e be Euclidean distance 
between N i n H and NinH. The closed e-neighborhood N.iNiOH), 丑)has 
Euclidean distance at least e from one another. Thus, p 朱 N人Ni O H) or p ^ 
N八N2 n H). For convenience, suppose p f N人N�n H). 
Our construction of the� -chain C from p in Lemma 2.4.6 will be based upon 
two assertions whose justification is postponed until the end of the proof. 
Assertion A If p ^ n ff), then there is a first eigenarc beginning at 
p with ^ increasing which can be continued until it hits either dD or N人N^^^IT). 
Assuming it, we are finished with the construction if the extended eigenarc hits 
dD. But if it hits A H), say at a point p'雀 A^ e(V2 n H) and we can choose 
a second eigenarc beginning at which ^ increasing and extend it until it hit 
either dD or A We also have the following 
Assertion B Continuing this procedure alternately, the construction termi-
nates within finitely many steps with the last eigenarc ending at a point of dD. 
Proof of Assertion A 
We have drj/d^ 二 has a C^-solution over some interval [^ 0,^ 0 + 5) with 
7]{^q) equal to the r] coordinate at p. (It is eigenarc with ^ increasing) The 
solution may be extended over some maximal interval Ko乂 1) subject to the re-
striction that the graph of the solution remains within D -V\. If this graph hits 
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Ne{Vi 门 //")’ we have finished. Otherwise, the graph stays in the compact set 
DDH - N,{VinH). Therefore r){() — r/i < oo as f Then (6，m) ^ dD. 
Otherwise, Ki, ry!) is an interior point of D, for some > 0, the solution rj = 7 7 � 
of dri/d^ = fii^.T]) may be extended to + contradicted to the fact that 
[^0,6) is maximal. 
Proof of Assertion B 
All eigenarcs used in the construction have bound slope since the first eigenarcs 
avoid NeiyidH) and the second eigenarcs avoid iVJ^^ s^A f^O. Since D is bounded, 
^ on the constructed eigenarc C is bounded. Thus C has bounded length since 
1{C) = J + [ d 讽 权 . 
So C cannot oscillate infinitely often between N^iVi 门 H) and N人V2 D 丑）since 
dist(7Ve(Vl 门 H), N,(V2 n J^ )) > e. 
Therefore Lemma 2.4.6 is proved if > 0 at p. If = 0, just choosing any 
sufficient small portion of an eigenarc which leaves p with ^ increasing; reaching 
a nearby point p at which ^ > 0. • 
Lemma 2.4.7. For any ^chain C, 
lliC) < c^kiC) 
where a is a constant such that the eigenvalues of dF, Ai, A2 satisfying —a < 
Ai < A2 < a. 
Proof. Since C is composed of eigenarcs upon which ^ is increasing, we assume 
C = [J. 7i where each is eigenarc with eigenvalue \j.. Then 
ll{C) = k{FoC) = Y,k{Foj,) 
i 
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= 尝I妖 
z 
/1 榮 Me = <(q’ 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that —a < Ai < A2 < a. • 
Corollary 2.4.3. If C is chain, then 
ll{C) < 2ar 
where r is the radius of the circle along dD. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that | < r in D and ^ is increasing along C. • 
Lemma 2.4.8. If p is distinguished ray, then l*(p) is finite, and hence ly[p) is 
infinite. (Since we have l*{p) < l*{p) + ly(p)-) 
Proof. Suppose p begins at po in D. Let v be vertical line segment in D from po 
to a point 如 on circular arc C = (If po itself on C , then po = Qo and v 
is degenerate.) 
Let X — x{p) be the x-coordinate at p for any p in E^. There are two cases to 
be distinguished: 
Case A There is a sequence Sj +00 of ^*-arclength parameter values for p 
such that x{p{sj)) > 0 where j = 1,2, ." 
Case B For some o" > 0, x{p{s)) < 0 for all s > a. 
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To prove Lemma 2.4.8 in Case A, let pj — p{sj) on p. For my j , by Lemma 2.4.6, 
we can construct an x-chain Cj from pj to a point qj on dD. 
Denote by 5j the arc along C joining to qo. Then 
m) < 1：{0'). 
If Pj denotes the portion of p from po to pj, by Lemma 2.4.5’ we have 
lliPj) < lliCj) + 1：{0') + 11(1^) 
<2ar + /:(C') + CM 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.4.3. By taking the limit as 
j — oo, a finite upper bound for ll{p) is established. 
To prove Lemma 2.4.8 in Case B, we consider two subcases. 
Case B.l There is a sequence Sj —> cxd of 5r*-arclength parameter values for p 
such that the d*�distance between p{sj) and the portion of the y-axis within D 
is < 1 for every j = 1，2,... 
Case B.2 There is a (Ji > 0 such that the d*�distance between p(s) and the 
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portion of the y-axis within D is < 1 for every s > ai. 
The proof of Lemma 2.4.8 in Case B.l is mush like the proof in case A. 
We may assume the d*D distance between p{sj) and the arc v is greater than 
2. We can do this because for any p £ 
dh{P^p{sj)) > d]j{p{sj),po) — d(po,p) > Sj — l*{iy) 
since p is distinguished ray which implies d*^{p{sj),po) = Sj and Sj oo. 
For each y, take an arc Uj in D which is free of self-intersections, and joins 
Pj = p{sj) to the y-axis, with 
�s r � < 2 
From the endpoint p'j of Vj on the y-axis, since x(p'j) > 0, by Lemma 2.4.6’ we 
can construct an x-chain Cj. With pj and 5j as defined in Case A, proceeding as 
we did there, one obtains 
Taking the limit as j oo, a finite upper bound for /*(/o) is again established. 
To prove Lemma 2.4.8 in Case B.2, a different sort of argument is needed. 
If p intersects the y-axis (see Fig. 4), let p((J2) be the last point of p which lies 
on the ？/-axis. Let R be the relatively closed subset of D bounded by the portion 
of p from p(cr2) to (0,0) and y-axis. 
Figure 4. R shaded; p hits y axis. 
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If p never crossed ？/-axis (see Fig. 5), let p(cr2) be the last point which lies on the 
horizontal segment from pq to ^-axis. 
Let R be the region bounded by p from to (0,0), horizontal segment 
from po to a point q on the ？/-axis, and the interval on the y-axis from q to (0，0). 
In either case, R is simply connected. 
Figure 5. R shaded; p avoids y axis. 
If p intersects y-axis, let <7 = ai + 1. 
If p does not intersect y-axis, let a > ai such that > 1 if s > a. 
Now set pj = p(a + 2j). Let Uj 二 {p G ^ M B f e P j ) < 1}, then Uj n C4 = 0 if 
j k. By the hypothesis of Case B.2, Uj is disjoint from the region a: > 0 in D. 
Suppose we prove the following. 
Assertion. The 5r*-area of Uj 门 is greater than tt for every j = 1,2… 
Then the ^*-area of R would satisfy 
oo 
area*(i?) > ^ area*(C/j n i?) = oo. (2.10) 
y=i 
But |JacobainF| < a^ and ordinary area of C D is finite (since D is bounded), 
we have 
area*(/?) < Q;^area*(i?) < oo, 
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which contradicts (2.10). 
Thus, to complete the proof of Lemma 2.4.8 in Case B.2, we need only check 
the Assertion. 
Recall that p is C^-smooth. For any fixed pj, let L be tangent line to F o p at 
F(pj). Choose a neighborhood C/j C Uj of pj so small such that F is 1-1 on U'y 
L cuts IR2 at F(pj) into two open half planes consisting of vector pointing “into" 
and “out o f t/j), since dR is C^ smooth at pj, while F is a C^ imbedding 
oil Uj. If pj G dD, then Lemma 2.4.4 implies that F{Uj) contains A cut by L 
with F(dR n U'j) disjoint from the interior of A. If pj 朱 dD, then some portion 
oi F o p coincides with L, in which case existence of such a A C F(R n U'^) is 
trivial. 
Given any vector v pointing into F(R n U'j"), consider a line segment in A 
beginning at F(pj) and tangent to v . The preimage of this line under F can be 
parameterized so as to yield a gf*-shortest arc r beginning at pj, and lying within 
R, We claim that r can be extended to a p*-shortest arc in R with p*-length equal 
to on. Otherwise, extending r as a p*-shortest arc, beginning at 巧.，until it first 
again meets dR at some point qj, we have 1*{t) < 1, so that, by the hypotheses 
of Case B.2 and our choice of sigma, qj cannot lie on /i of on the y-axis. Thus 
Qj must lie on p, so that r coincides with the portion of p from pj to qj. But this 
is contradiction, since the tangents to F o p and F or at F{pj) are distinct. We 
conclude that F[Rn U;) contains one of the open half disks cut by L from the 
disc of radius one centered at F{pj). This establishes the Assertion. • 
Definition 2.4.8. A parameterized arc 7 in D' is prehorizontal z/ F o 7 yields 
an ordinary arclength parametrization of a horizontal line segment in (which 
may be open, half open, or closed; finite or infinite). 
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Definition 2.4.9. Let p be a distinguished ray. let u = t{s) denote the total 
variation of y on F o p as the parameter varies from 0 to s. Of course, u = t{s) 
is just 1* for the portion of p from p(0) to p{s). Clearly, u = t(s) is C^ smooth, 
while the derivative dt/ds satisfies the inequality 0 < dt/ds < 1 for all s in [0, oo). 
Now, for any number u = t{s), let hu denote a maximal prehorizontal arc in D 
containing p(s). 
Note that hu is uniquely determined for any u in [0, oo) up to trivial changes 
in its 5'*-arclength parametrization. This is true since li u = t{si) = t(S2), then 
ll(p\[0,sx]) = /y(p|[0,32]) which implies l*y(p\[sus2]) = 0. Therefore p\is,,s2] is prehor-
izontal and the maximal prehorizontal arc in D containing p(si) is the same as 
the maximal prehorizontal arc in D containing P{S2). 
Remark 5 Suppose D is complete in the d*�distance, and that 7 is a maxi-
mal prehorizontal arc in D. If F o 7 is a finite line segment missing either one of 
its points, say q, then any sequence of points on F 0 7 which converges to q 
yields a d*�Cauchy sequence {F~^(qn)} in D. Sine D is assumed to be complete, 
the sequence {F~^{qn)} must converge to some p in D, and 7 can be extended to 
a prehorizontal arc containing p, which contradicts our assumption that 7 is max-
imal. But if F o 7 is not finite, so that /*(7), then measuring p*-arclength along 7 
from any fixed point on 7 in appropriate direction, we obtain a prehorizontal arc 
7 : [0,00) D. By Remark 3, 7 is distinguished ray, but being prehorizontal, 
/*(7) = /*(7) = 00, contradicting Lemma 2.4.8. 
We conclude that if D is complete, any maximal prehorizontal arc 7 in D 
yields a closed finite line segment F o 7, so that 7 itself is an arc joining two 
points of D n dD. 
Corollary 2.4.4. For any fixed distinguished ray p, the arcs h^ tend to the origin 
as u 00. 
Proof. Let hu denote the prehorizontal arc through p(s), where u = t{s) measures 
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the total variation of y on F o 7 from /9(0) and p(s). 
We will show that h^ is disjoint from the compact set 
D(k) = {(x,y) e Dl 
for sufficiently large u. 
Without loss of generality, assume that p(0) lies in D(k). Let p(s be the last 
point of p in D{k) (since p will tend to the origin). If hu with u = t{s) and s > s 
intersects D{k), then hu must intersect the circular arc 
C{k) = {{x,y) e D\ = 
and we will show that 
s<s + i:(p)^ll{C{k)) + r{C(k)), (2.11) 
where, by Lemma 2.4.8，the right-hand side is finite. Then, picking for s any 
value which violates (2.11)，we know that hu cannot meet D(k), which proves the 
corollary. 
To prove (2.11), let " be a subarc of hu joining p{s) to a point on C{k). Then by 
triangle inequality, 
s-s<l*{iy) + l*{C(k)). 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.4.5, 
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Since v is prehorizontal, = Combining all the last inequalities, we 
obtain (2.11). • 
Let Po be the open portion of the parabola P within D' but disjoint from the 
circle C. Let PQ and PQ be the components of PQ lying above and below the 
re-axis, respectively. By IR+ we denote the set of positive real numbers. 
Lemma 2.4.9. Suppose D is complete in distance. Fix some distinguished 
ray p. Let Q. be the subset of IR+ consisting of all u for which the horizontal 
section hu 
(i) intersects p transversally, and 
(ii) intersects dD transversally, with one endpoint on PQ and the other 
b~{u) on PQ . Then Q is open, and its complement 1R+ — Q has finite measure. 
Proof. Let u £ Q, and u = t(s) be the total variation of y on F o p. Then hu 
meets p only at p{s). Otherwise, hu also meets p at p(s'). Then p and hu would 
have to coincides between p{s) to p{s') which implies hu does not intersect p 
transversally. Similarly, hu meets only at its endpoints on PQ and PQ. For the 
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-shortest arc hu cannot pass through a corner point of dD (see Appendix 3 of 
[15]), and further intersection of hu and dD could not be transversal. 
To show that Q is an open subset of fix u G Q, and note that the compact 
subset hu C D' possesses a neighborhood N in D' so small that F is one-to-one on 
TV, while NndD = NnP�. Moreover, N may be chosen so small that i^(iVni^o) 
and F{N fl p) nowhere have a horizontal tangent, since the set of all points p 
on PQ of p for which F(PQ) or F{p) is horizontal at F(p) has positive distance 
from the compact set hu- Note now that F(hu) is a horizontal line segment which 
meets F(N n 尸o) and F(N n p) transversally, with one endpoint on F(N n PQ), 
and the other on F{N n i^ o—Xsee Fig. 6). Clearly, of u' is sufficiently close to u, 
then F(hu') Is also a horizontal line segmfeht which meets F G Y n f y and t \ N n p ) 
transversally, with one endpoint on F(N 门尸0+)，and the other on F(N n 尸�―). 
Thus u' lies in and Q. is open. 
Figure 6. F[N n D) shaded within F{N). 
In order to prove that IR+ — Q has finite measure, fix any u in so large that 
for every u > u, the entire arc hu is closer to the origin in than p(0) is. By 
the Corollary 2.4.4, such a u exist. We will now show that 1R+ — intersects the 
interval {u, oo) in a set of measure zero. To this end, let Wi be the set of critical 
values of the C^ function u = t(s), where 
dt/ds = I 办 *(p(s))/c/s|, 
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with Y* assigning to any p in D' the y coordinate at F{p). Then Wi has measure 
zero by Sard's theorem. Clearly, ]R+ — Wi consists of all u for which hu meets p 
transversally. The inverse function s = is well defined and C^ smooth on 
IR+ — Wi. Furthermore, the function Y* = y*{u) on 股+ — Wi given by setting 
Y%u) = f{p{t-\u)) 
is C^ smooth throughout E+ - VKi, with dY*/du ^ 0. (Actually \dY*/du\ = 
\dy*/ds\\ds/du\ = \dt/ds\\ds/du\ = 1.) Note that y* is constant along hu, so that 
Y*(u) is also the value of y* at either endpoint of HU on PQ. If V is the set of 
critical values for the function y* restricted to PQ, then V has measure zero by 
Sard's theorem, and hence its invf?rse image W2 uodei, the C^ immersion Y* uiubt 
be a set of measure zero in E"^  — Wi. (It does not matter here that V may contain 
values not attained by Y*.) 
To complete the proof that ]R+ — intersects the interval {U^ 00) in a set of 
measure zero, we will show that each u > u in — Wi — W2 must ie in 
Taking u> u'mR'^ — Wi — W2, the endpoints of hu exist, and lie on D n dD, as 
described in Remark 5. (The assumption that D is complete in the d*�distance 
is essential here.) Since u ^ Wi, hu meets p transversally. Since u > u, hu 
remains closer to the origin than p(0), and hence can never meet the circular arc 
C C dD. Thus the endpoints of hu lie on PQ. Further, hu meets PQ transversally 
since u ^ W2. Suppose now that the endpoints of hu both lie to the same side of 
the X axis on PQ. Then HU together with a closed arc of PQ must bound a compact 
region K C D. The distinguished ray p begins at p(0) • K and crosses into K 
at p(t~^{u)), never again meeting dK. But this is impossible by Remark 2. Thus 
the endpoints of hu must lie on opposite sides of the x axis on Pq, SO that u e^l. 
This complete the proof of Lemma 2.4.9. • 
Definition 2.4.10. For each point p on the positive x-axis determines two lines 
L+ and L~ in tangent to the parabola P from above and below respectively. 
For any such p, denote by G the finite, closed region bounded by a segment of lA’ 
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a segment of L~, and an arc of P (see Fig. 7) 
Figure 7. 
Definition 2.4.11. for all u e Q, there exists a left-most point p{u) on the 
positive x-axis such that the closed region G = G(u) contains hu. Denote the 
Euclidean area ofG{u) by A(u). The lines along the boundary of G{u) are denoted 
by and L~{u). (see Fig. 8) 
Figure 8. 
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Remark. Note that G(u) need not lies in D. But G(u) C D for sufficiently large 
values oi u on Q by Corollary 2.4.4. 
Corollary 2.4.5. A(u) is strictly decreasing on Q, and A{u) 0 as u oo in 
N. 
Let z = z(u) be the function which assigns to each u in Q the 5r*-length of hu, 
that is z(u) = I*[hu) > 0. Clearly, z is continuous on Q. Let H(u) denote the 
union of all h^' for u' > u in Q. Given some constituent interval / of f ] n (u, oo), 
let Hi denote the union of all hu•’ ior values U in I, Since Y* is one-to-one on 
/ C Q, it follows that F is a imbedding on HJ, so that the 广a r e a of HJ is 
just 
area*i// — J z{u)du. 
Hence the 广area of H(u) is given by 
a*[u) = area*i/(w) = [ � j , � u ) d u ) , (2.12) 
where the sum is taken over all constituent intervals / of Q 门(u, oo). 
Lemma 2.4.10. the function a* : Q — IR+ is strictly decreasing, with 
da* I du = -z{u). (2.13) 
Proof. Since |Jacobian F\ < a"^ in D\ we have 
a*{u) < a^area H(u) < a^irr^ 
since H{u) C D. Therefore a*{u) is finite for any u in i l Since Q is open and 
nonempty, while 2； > 0 on a* as given by (2.12) must be strictly decreasing 
and positive. Formula (2.13) follows directly from the fundamental theorem of 
calculus. • 
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Lemma 2.4.11. If D is complete in d*�distance, and if a distinguished ray has 
been chosen, then there is an open subset W of whose complement fl — W has 
finite measure, and such that 
ui-u< CA(uf/yA(u,y/' (2.14) 
for any numbers u and U\ in W, where C > 0 is a constant. 
Proof. Let a(u) = a i , e a ( i ^ � ) .T h e n 
a*(u) < a^A(u) < a^A{u) (2.15) 
since H{u) C G{u). Let X = X{u) denote the strictly decreasing function on Q 
which assign to any u tlie maximum value of x in G{u). 
Fix a finite upper bound XQ of X{u) for u e Fixed Ui > u in Q. We write 
A = A{u), Ai = A{ui), a = a(u),ai = a(ui), z = z(u),zi = z(ui), h = hu,h = 
= G(u),Gi = G{ui), etc. Note that ui-u = /J(7) where 7 is the arc of p 
is the arc of p from p(t~'^(u)) to p{t~'^(ui)). Since u <ui are values in Q, Gi C G 
and < X . (see Fig. 9) 
Figure 9. 
By the definition of h must touch Lf of L]•，say at q. If q touches L^, we 
will need upper and lower bounds of /J^  (7) where 1^ = 0; cos 9I-\-Y sin 9I takes on 
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a constant value > 0 on L^. If q touches L「，we will need upper and lower 
bounds of ZJ^  (7) where = a; cos (—^1) + y sin (—^1) takes on a constant value 
> 0 on ! / � . Since the argument involved are essentially identical in both cases, 
we will assume, to fix our ideas, that q lies on as in Fig. 9 and 11. 
Since hi must cut the a:-axis, let q be the right-most point on hi, then the 
x-coordinate at q must be positive. By Lemma 2.4.6, there exists an a;-chain C 
joining q to dD, in particular, to the circular part C C dD since X increase on 
C. Therefore C must cross h to reach C , so we may consider the arc C of C 
from q to its first intersection q' with h. Denote by C the arc of C from q to q'. 
\ 
(see Fig. 10) 
Figure 10. 
By Lemma 2.4.7, we have 
ll[C') < aUC) < aX (2.16) 
since C lies in G. Since 7 minimizes /^-length, by Lemma 2.4.5, we have 
Thus 
1：(1) < ll(C')z + z^ 
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since z(u) = I*(hu) by definition which implies 
C(7) < 2 + + a X (2.17) 
by (2.16). 
At this point, we make use of the equation x = —cy^ for P. Suppose L+ 
meets P at the point (xq, yo), then since L+ is tangent to P, by differentiating 
the equation of P, the slope of P is ~ ~ ^ ~ . Since L+ also passes the point (X, 0)， 
—2q/o 
the equation of L+ is 
X = X - 2q/o2/. 
Since (xq, yo) lies on L+, putting it into the equation of L+ and since (.Xq, ^o) lies 
on P, we have 
xo = X - 2cyl and xq = -cyl. 
Solving the equations, we have ojq = —X, yo = \j~~-
Then 
. y f LY 
A= / ‘ {X-2c\ -y-(-cy^)dy 
_ 2X啡 
which implies 
X = (2.18) 
Similarly, we have 
二（•成^^)2/3. (2.19) 
Since = x cos 9i + y sin 9i takes on a constant value on Lf and by our previous 
calculation, we have 
tan 01 = 
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and therefore 
s i n � i = 慕 （2.20) 
By (2.17) and (2.4), we have 
C(7) < ^ + + (2.21) 
3 
where cvq = > 0. 
Li 
Since ^ = x cos 9i y sin 61 ’ by elementary argument shows that 
whidi gives 
t > / ; ( 7 ) s i n ^ i - / : ( 7 ) (2.22) 
Now, by (2.20) and (2.19), we have 
sin = ~ 7 
y/AcXi + 1 
Now using the fact that Xo > X > X i , we have 
sin > (2.23) 
where a： = (Uc^y /^y / i cXo + 1 > 0. Combining (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23), we 
have 
> - ( z + z, + aoA'/'). (2.24) 
Since assumes some constant value > 0 along L f , ^ < throughout Gi 
and everywhere on P (see Fig. aa.) Thus by Lemma 2.4.6, there exists -chain 
C beginning at q of hi on and ending at a point of C' at which > �s i n c e 
is strictly increasing on C. It follows that C must cross h to reach C , and we 
may consider the arc C of C from q to its first intersection q' with h. By Lemma 
2.4.5, we have 
LLH)< 11(H)+ + 
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Hence, using Lemma 2.4.7, 
+ + (2.25) 
Figure 11. The region > shaded. 
Note that ( C ) is just the Euclidean distance of q' from L f . Furthermore, for 
all points in G with > the point (X < 0) is farthest from L f . Thus 
< cosOiiX - Xi) < X, 
so that, by (2.25)，we have 
Using (), with qq as defined before, this gives 
(2.26) 
By (2.24) and (2.26), we have 
and note that Ui — u = ^^(7), we have 
ai{ui - < 2(z + + «0乂2/3). 
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Choose appropriate positive constants a2, as, we have 
(^1 - < A2{Z + zi) + ASA"/^) 
� ( 丨S ⑷ 丨 + 丨 S ⑷ 丨 ) + � 3… ， (2.27) 
since da*/du = —z(u) by Lemma 2.4.10. 
Now let f(u) = ] ( u ) " 3 ’ g(u) = a*(w)i/3. Therefore g^ = a* which gives 
3g'^dg/du = da*/du. Also, by (2.15), a*{ui) < a*{u) < a^A{u). which implies 
g(ui) < g{u) < a2/3/(w) Thus, (2.27) becomes 
- u)f{m) < / �2 [ 3 V � 2 ( |芸 ⑷ I + 4 ^3]. 12.28) 
Since dg/du is continuous on Q with g{u) is strictly decreasing and bounded below 
by 0. Thus the subset of Q given by 
Q' = { u e n ： 1^1 > 1} 
Ci LL 
is closed in 0 and must have finite measure. 
By letting W = Q' - then (2.28) gives 
(iZi - U)f(m) < Cf(u)\ 
for all u and ui in W, where C = + as- This proves Lemma 2.4.11, since 
/ = • 
The following Lemma 2.4.12 will give the required contradiction. 
Lemma 2.4.12. If W C is open, and if R'^ — W has finite measure, then 
there is no strictly decreasing function F : — ]R+ such that 
ui-u<Cf(u)yf{u,) (2.29) 
for any numbers u and Ui in W, where C > 0 is a constant. 
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Proof. Assume that the strictly decreasing function f :W satisfies (2.29) 
for any u and Ui in W, where C > 0 is a constant, and the open set c has 
a complement IR+ — W with finite measure. Set 
/ �= 
Then 0 is a strictly increasing function, real valued function on W while 
u i - u S C e - + ) ( e + i、 - _、） . (2.30) 
holding u fixed in (2.30), and letting — 0 0 in W, we see that (l){ui) 00 as 
？i] —> 00 in W. 
We begin by constructing a sequence Xq < < 0:2 < • • • in W such that for 
all z = 0,1,2.". , 
0(工2i+i) < (I>{x2i) + 1 < 0(2:2^ +2), (2.31) 
while 
measure(14^ n (;r2i+i’ a:2i+2)) < (2.32) 
the construction is accomplished inductively, take any value in W for xq. As-
suming that XQ < xi < • • • < X2j have been chosen so that (2.31) and (2.32) are 
valid for i = 0，1,...’ ( j — 1), pick X2i+i and X2i+2 as follows. 
In case (f)(x2i) + 1 lies in ^{W), we set 
= X2i+2 = + 1). 
In case (i){x2i) + 1 lies outside of set 
(7* = infix e W\({){x) > (f){x2j) + 1} 
and 
cr* = sup{a: e W\(l){x) < (f)(x2j) + 1}. 
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If X2j a ” take for X2j+i any value in W such that 
< X2j+1 < (7*， 
while 
a* - X2J+I < 1 / 2州 . 
If X2j = (J*, set X2j+1 = X2jl For X2J+2 take any value in W such that 
a* < X2J+2, 
while 
X2J+2 - CT* < l/2.'.+l. . 
Ill any case, one easily verifies that X2j < X2i+\ < X2i+2, while (2.31) and (2.32) 
hold for i = j. 
Note that (2.31) yields 
({>(x2i) > 工0) + i (2.33) 
for any i = 0,1,2’ . . . , so that Xj —> oo as j oo. Combining (2.30), (2.31) and 
(2.33), we obtain 
X2I+I 一 < C^e—细)+i < C^e—卯)—柏. 
Summing over i = 0,1,..., this gives 
oo 
^{X2i+1 - < 00. (2.34) 
i = 0 
But if we add to both sides of (2.32) the measure of 
we have 
X2i+2 — X2i+i < ^ + measure{(lR+ 一 n (a;2i+i，:r2i+2)}. 
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Summing over i 二 0，1,…，this gives 
00 
二 - X2i+i) < 2 + measure(R+ - < 00 (2.35) 
i = 0 
Together, (2.34) and (2.35) indicates that 
00 
- Xj) < 00. 
j=0 
But this would require that Xj be bounded, which contradicts the fact, implied 
by (2.33), that Xj —> 00 as j —> 00. Thus Lemma 2.4.12 is established. • 
Chapter 3 
Hubert's Theorem 
3.1 Hubert's Theorem for a surface at least C^ 
immersed in R^ 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following. 
Theorem 3.1.1. (Hilbert's Theorem) No surface can be C^ immersed in with 
Gauss curvature 三一1, so that the induced metric I is complete. 
Proof. Let 5 be a surface C^ immersed in R^ with Gauss curvature iC 三一 1. 
We assume S is simply connected and hence orientable. (Otherwise, consider 
the universal covering S of 5 , lifting to S the immersion and the differentiable 
structure.) 
In this proof of Hilbert's Theorem, all local argument are based on Hartman 
and Winter [10]. they show that C^ asymptotic Tchebychev coordinates x, y exist 
locally on S in terms of which 
I = dx^ + 2 cos wdxdy + dy"^ (3.1) 
where the continuous function w satisfying 0 < w < tt measures the angle from 
the direction dy 三 Q witli x increasing to the direction cb 三 0 with y increasing on 
58 
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S. Since x, y are asymptotic coordinates, we know that the second fundamental 
form of the immersion is given by II = 2Mdxdy, where, since 
K = -My(EG - F^)三—1’ 
we have M = 士 sin it;. Using the coordinate y�—x in place of the coordinate pair 
x^y if necessary, we may assume that 
II = 2 sin wdxdy. (3.2) 
We will call C^ coordinate x^y on S special coordinates, so long as (3.1) and (3.2) 
are simultaneously valid. 
Given any “rectangle" R described on S by Xi < x < X2;yi < y < y2 for 
special coordinates x, y, Hartman and Winter [10] show that the integral for the 
area of R is given by 
厂 2/2 RX2 
/ / sinwdxdy = w{xi,yi) - w{xi,y2) + w(x2,y2) - w{x2,yi). (3.3) 
JYI JX\ 
Hence we have 
0 < area R < 2ty. (3.4) 
In terms of special coordinates x, y on S, the third fundamental form III induced 
upon S by the gauss spherical image map is given by 
III = — 2 cos wdxdy + dy"^. (3.5) 
Define 
k=\{I + III) 
on S�which is given by 
八 = + 办 2 (3.6) 
in terms of any special coordinates on S. 
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We show that next that there exists an oriented surface S°° defined upon 
the underlying oriented 2-manifold of 5, C^ related to S, and upon which 八 is 
C°° flat metric. In fact, one can use the special coordinates x,y on S to determine 
S°°. To see this, note that if x, y are special coordinates on S, and if u, v are any 
C^ coordinates on S in terms of which A = du^ + dv"\ then, setting w = u-\-iv 
and z = X + zy, there exist complex constants a and b with |a| = 14 such that 
w = az + b 
over any connected region common to their domains of definition. This follows 
from (3.6) since one easily sjiows that the complex derivative dw/dz exists, with 
\dw/dz\ - 1 (see P.74 of [1]). If in pavticular, are also special coordinates on 
S � t h e n (3.2) yields a == ±1 ’ so that m = 士z + 
Denote by (八） the oriented Riemannian 2-manifolcl obtained by using the 
metric A on 5°°. Note that the net of asymptotic curves on S corresponds 
to an orthogonal net of geodesies on the flat surface 5°°(A). 
Assume now that S is complete in the metric I. Since 2A > I, it follows 
that A is also a complete metric. Since S°°{A) is complete, simply connected and 
flat, there exist an orientation preserving isometry may be viewed as a C^ 
orientation preserving diffeomorphism 5 of 5 onto the plane, under which 
the net of asymptotic curves on S corresponds to a net of mutually perpendicular 
straight lines on E^. Thinking of E^ as the x, ?/-plane, and rotating if necessary, 
one may assume that first asymptotic curves on S are carried to the coordinate 
curves y = constant in M ,^ and second asymptotic curves on S to the coordinate 
curves x 三 constant in R^. 
Using the C^ diffeomorphism of S onto M ,^ we may consider x,y as global C^ 
asymptotic coordinates on S. Setting 
I = Edx^ + 2Fdxdy + Gdy"\ 
we have E = G = 1 since 八 and I assign identical lengths to asymptotic curves. 
Thus F is just cosu*, where w is the angle from the direction 办三 0 with x 
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increasing to the direction dx = 0 with y increasing on S�with 0 < w; < tt. 
Finally, if II = Ldx^ + 2Mdxdy + Ndy\ we have L = N = 0 since x,y are 
asymptotic coordinates, and M = siniu, since dy = 0 is a first, and cb 三 0 a 
second asymptotic direction on S. Thus we have global C^ special coordinates 
X, y on S provided by the C^ diffeomorphism of S onto 
Using the special coordinates a:, y just defined, formula (3.4) asserts that the 
area of any rectangle described on S by |a;| < r; < r must be < 2tt. Letting 
r oo, one concludes that the area of S in the metric / is < 2tt. But, by 
Bishop's volume comparison theorem [4], any simply connected, completed C^ 
surface with Gauss curvature K <0 must have infinite area. This contradiction 
establishes Theorem 3.1.1. 
There is, however, another way to complete the proof of 3.1.1, namely, by 
showing that there is no continuous function 0 < w{x, y) < tt on the x, ^/-plane 
can satisfy the equation (3.3) for every rectangle. 
In particular, we will show that no continuous function 0 < w{x,y) < tt on 
the infinite strip 
ip = {{x,y)\0<x<l} 
can satisfy (3.3) for all values 0 < xi < X2 < 1,2/i < y2- For, suppose that such 
an w; = w{x, y) exists. Then the integral in (3.3) over the rectangle < x < 
工2,yi < ?/ < 2/2 is positive, so that (3.3) yields 
w{x2,i/i) - w { x u y i ) < w{x2,y2) - w ( x i , y 2 ) . (3.7) 
In particular, either w(x2,yi) + w{xi ,yi) , or else w{x2,y2) + w{xi,y2). By shift-
ing the strip 0 upward or downward if necessary, we may assume, applying (3.7) 
with = 0 and X2 = 1，that u;(0,0) u;(l,0). And by rotating 0 by 180° if 
necessary, we may assume that 
u;(0,0) <w{l,0). 
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Let 3c = — w(0,0) > 0. We now fix particular Xi and X2 as follows. Let 
X2 be the smallest number > 0 with 
w;(a;2,0) 二 w;(0)0) + 2c， 
and let xi be the largest number < X2 with 
Then, for any x in the interval Xi < x < X2, 
w(x, 0) - w(0,0) > c, w(l, 0) - w(x, 0) > c. (3.8) 
Choosing any ^ > 0, and applying (3.7) and (3.8) t(.) the rectangles [0, xj x [0, y] 
and [x, 1] X [0’ y] with xi < x < X2 one has 
c < w[x,y) -
c < w{l,y) - w{x,y). 
But then 
c<w(0,^+c< w(x, y) <w(l,y)-c<'K-c 
because 0 < w{x,y) < Trthroughout Hence 
C < y) < TT — c 
and 
sinw(x,y) > sine 
whenever Xi < x < X2 and y > 0. Therefore 
sin wdxdy > y{x2 — X\) sin c. 
1 
Choosing 
y > I(x2 - xi) sin c, 
we obtain a contradiction. • 
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